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LYNN PLACES IN PENN RELAY RACES
CLEMSON'S SPRINT ACE
Clemson Is Of Invaluable
Clemson Retains "Excellent"
LACES THIRD AMONG
Rating In Annual Inspection
Service To State-Sikes NATI0ITS_ BEST
Of R. 0. T. C By War Dept.
Unusual Theme
Many

Graduates

Contribute

to Welfare of South
Carolina

3500 HAVE GRADUATED
The questions are often asked:
What do Clemson men do after
they leave college? Do they remain
in South Carolina? Do many of
them stay on the farms?
To answer these questions a study
■was made of one county. The records of 820 matriculates from that
county were traced. The findings
were that 186 were farming and
150 of them in South Carolina, and
18 others were connected with the
United States Department of Agri
culture; 120 were teachers and 95
of them were in South Carolina;
56 were in Engineering and 3 7 of
them were in South Carolina. They
were scattered among forty vocations. These figures show that 85%
stay in South Carolina and that
over 25% return to the farms.
Engineers have found employment
outside of the State, but the industrial development in the State is
now absorbing them. While this is
a study of only one county, it represents a cross-section of the state.
In every coHnty of the state there
are Clemson men farming; and in
this one county two have received
the Award of Merit for making a
distinct contribution to the agriculture of the state.
Clemson College as an agricultural and mechanical college must be
(Continued on page eight)

CAMPUS MOURNS DEATH
OF MRS. CXNEWMAN
Daughter of Clemson's First
President Passes Away
Mrs. ■ Grace Strod Newman, wife
of Prof. C. C. Newman of Clemson
and a daughter of the first president
of this institution, died early on
last Wednesday morning at her residence here following an illness oi
some three weeks duration which
was followed by a heart attack last
Tuesday night. Mrs. Newman died
a few hours following the attack.
The death of Mrs. Newman cast
a pall over the campus and over
the homes of her many friends in
Anderson and elsewhere. She was
well known throughout the upper
section of the state and widespread
regret is felt over this section in
her passing.
Mrs. Newman was a daughter of
the late H. A. Strod and Mrs. Millie Strod, and was horn and reared
In Virginia. 'Mr. Strod, her father,
was the first president of Clemson
College.
The funeral services were held
at three o'clock Thursday alternoon
at the home with the Rev. Capers
Satterlee, officiating rector, assisted
by Rev. S. J. L. Crouch. The Interment was ia the OU Stone Church
cemetery.

For Decorating
Junior-Senior

'Mountain Goat" Pushes 100Yard Winners at Philadelphia

R. O. T. C. Unit Again Receives
Although he failed to capture
Highest Rating by War
first place, Gordon "Mountain Goat"
Department
Yynn, Junior at Clemson, last SatJimmie Livingston's Music in urday offered the nation's crack
IN ALL DEPARTMENTS
sprinters outstanding competition in
"A Moonlit Garden"
finishing in third place in the 100
Concluding the annual inspection
yard dash finals at the Penn Relay First Group of Juniors to be
of
Clemson's R. O. T. C. unit by
Taken In
Prying the lid off of an evening Carnival in Philadelphia.
the War Department on Thursday,
of festivities with a buffet supper
April 20, Major Wilson MeK. Spann
at 9 P. M. in the cadet mess hall,
At the last regular meeting of of Fort Benning, inspecting officer,
the junior class opens that night
Blue Key, national honorary lead- announced that Clemson should reof all nights-—the Junior-Senior.
ership fraternity, five members of tain its official rating of 'Excellent'.
the Junior class were voted as be- In his final congratulatory remarks
The mess hall will be decorated
ing eligible for admission.
Thesb to Col. R. John West, Commandant
for the supper and music will be
men will form the nucleus of the of Cadets at Clemson, Major Spamn
provided for the entertainment of
organization next fall.
expressed ' the opinion that the
the members of the two upper classThe men who have been chosen Clemson Corps is a thoroughly
es and their guests. Every member
for this distinct honor are: W. C. trained and highly efficient organiof the junior and senior classes
Cobb, Cateechee; F. B. Schirmer, zation.
rates this affair and all are urged
Charleston, G. W. Robinson, AsheThe rating of "Excellent" is the
not to miss the supper.
ville, N. C, C. D. Wyatt, Easley, highest mark of distinction awardand W. L. Leverette, Columbia. ed an R. O. T. C. organization.
Follov,f.ng the supper, the annual
Every one of these men is well This rating is another link in a
Junior-Senior ball will be held in
known
and a popular member of long chain of "Excellent" military
the field house beginning at 10 P.
the Cadet Corps.
ratings given to the Corps by the
M.
Jimmy Livingstone and his
The Blue Key is an organization War Department extending over a
orchestra from the "alligator" state
of national scope. Its membership period of many years.
Since an
will be in command of the music
is made up of outstanding leaders excellent rating is the highest mark
for the evening. This orchestra has
in various college activities, eligi- of distinction given to an R. O. T.
played in Asheville during the sumbility being hased on a point sys- C. unit, 'Clemson is attaining this
mers and is highly recommended by
tem.
Forty points are necessary grade ranks among the best trained
all who have ever heard, them.
before a cadet can be considered R. O. T. C. organizations in the
for admission.
These points are United States.
The decorations which are now
awarded for various offices and pogoing up in the field house are in
As a recompense for the interest
sitions held by students during shown by the Corps, Col. West
themselves a sufficient reason for
their college years. Each office has ordered that all military Science
attending the hop. This year's junits specified number of points. classes and reveille formations be
for class is sparing no effort to
When a total of forty points has suspended until the following Monmake the dance different. An enbeen reached a candidate's name is day morning. Sixteen demerits were
tirely new theme of decorating has
voted upon for admission by the also deducted from the record of
been selected and pains are being
members. .
taken to see that nothing is overeach cadet.
Officers of Blue Key are: T. O.
looked which will add to the effect.
Bowen, president; O. B. Garrison,
The boys are turning the huge floor
vice-president;
and E. J. Adams,
into a moonlit garden. Those goGORDON LYNN
secretary-treasurer.
ing to the dance and expecting to
see the same old arrangement are
Lynn matched strides with the
in for a complete and pleasant sur- aces of the largest Eastern univer- SHORES IS PRESIDENT
prise.
sities, finishing a bare stride behind
OF TAU BETA PI '34
Dick
Hardy
of
Cornell,
the
winner,
Lead
Upperclassmen
and
A reception will be held at the
Tau Beta Pi, honorary engineerand
E'arl
Widmyer,
University
of
Freshmen
in
Scholarship
Y 'beginning at 19 p. m. for those
ing fraternity held its reguar meetwho do not care to attend the Maryland, who was second.
ing in the library of the engineerClemson's second annual celebradance.
Hardy's time was 9.9 seconds. ing building last Wednesday night
tion of Scholarship Day was obOutsiders attending the dance Lynn won his first trial heat in
The most important business served in the college chapel Tuesmust have bids. A notice will be 10.1 seconds, beating Smith of Yale,
transacted was the election of of- day. In the absence of Dr. Sikes,
read out in the messhall telling and Bythinger of LaSalle handily.
ficers for the coming school year.
where these may be obtained.
He was third to Hardy and Maskrey The following men were elected: Prof. S. B. Earle took charge of the
of Penn in the second semi-final, president, R. B. Shores; recording program and introdueed Dr. R. C.
which the Cornellian captured in 10 secretary, J. B. Barnwell; corre- Grier, President of Erskine College
MEMBER CLASS OF '54
seconds flat. The times, were, how- sponding secretary, D. E. Penny; who addressed the Corps.
Following the -address by Dr.
ever, comparatively slow, since Lynn cataloger, W. L. Leverette.
Sgt. and Mrs. Gilbert E. NarGrier, Dr. D. W. Daniel made the
has this season consistently traversamor of Clemson announce the
presentations and announcements of
ed the century in 9.8 seconds on
birth of a son on May 1.
scholarship
among the cadets. E. W.
CHANGES
IN
UNIFORM
local tracks.
Sgt. Naramor states that he alHollingsworth, Senior from Greenready lias made plans to enter
wood, took first place for scholarLynn's achievement marks the
A change has been made in
the young man in Clemson as
ship among the upper classmen,
first conquest of a Clemson man in
the uniform contractors for
the first member of the class
based on grades received during the
the large Eastern meet since Ross
next session. Rowland of Philof '54.
last two semesters. S. M. Orr, Jr.,
O'Dell created such a flare among
adelphia was recently awarded
Sgt. Naramor, of the Betach.
of Anderson, led the freshman class
the pole vaulters at the Penn Relays
the contract by the uniform
ed Enlisted Men's List of the
in scholarship. Announcements were
in 1928.
board.
regular Army, has been conalso made naming the winners of
The complete uniform outfit
Lynn and Widmyer will soon be
"High Honors" and "Honors" for
nected with the military staff
for freshmen, including the new
afforded the opportunity to renew
of the College for the last ten
the
feur classes.
, — T]
mackinaw, will be *5% cheaptheir feud when they meet in the
years and is very popular with
W. E. Allison «f Columbia was
er than for the past year. Wool
100 and 220 yard dashes in the
the Corps •!' Cadets and the
awarded the medal for highest
shirts were eliminated as part
Southern Conference meet.
These
faculty of Clemson. The Corps
standing anong last year's freshof the required uniform and in
races will be even more pepped up
and residents of the campus
men
agrieultural students, and W.
the future, the gray cotton shirt,
by the entrance of Brownlee, Duke's
join in extending their heart
M. Thackston of Greenville received
same as used this session, will
sprint ace. These three are expected
iest congratulations to Sgt. and
a medal *or second place. The med
be the regulation article.
to show the way to the rest of the
ate were given by Al^ha Zeta, na*
Mrs. Narwnor.
Conference flyers.
tional agricultural fraternity.

hive Juniors
Are Selected
For Blue Key

Fast man

HOLLINGSWORTH AND
S. M. ORRJLAGE HIGH
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DR. BRACKETT OUTLINES PROGRESS OF
CHEMISTRY DEPARTMENT SINGE OPENING
istry.

With this teaching force of

State Analytical Work Carried
iive men, we carried on until the
on by a Separate Desession iyOb-1907, when December
partment
3 0, 1907 Mr. Shiver, who had been
By R. N. BRACKETT
Director and Chief Chemist
Chemistry Department
The Chemistry Department consists of two divisions:- The Chemistry Division, devoted to teaching,
and the Fertilizer Inspection Analysis and MSseellaneous Analytical
Division.
The Chemistry Division began its
work when the college opened in
July 1893, with Col. M. B. Hardin
as Director and Professor of Chemistry, and R. N. Brackett, Associate
Professor of Chemistry. The only
students pursuing courses in chemistry were the sophomores, who
numbered 38 and were the first
graduates in 1896. When these
sophomores became seniors, F. S.
Shiver, Chemist in Experiment Station and Fertilizer Inspection Analysis, was added to the teaching staft
with the title of Instructor in Chemistry. In 1900 D. H. Henry, of the
class of 1898, was added as Assistant in Chemistry,, and in 1903 was
made Assistant Prefessor of Chemistry, and B. Freeman, class of
1903, added as Assistant in Chem-

made Assistant Professor of Agricultural Analysis in 1902, died and
nis work was carried on by B. F.
Robertson, of the Fertilizer Analysis Division, for the remainder of
the session.
In 19 08 Dr. R. A.
Hall was elected to fill Mr. Shiver's
place.
At the close of the session 19 091910, Col. M. B. Hardin resigned
as Director and Chief Chemist and
R. N. Brackett was apopinted Acting Director and Chief Chemist for
one year, at the expiration of which,
July 1911, hebeca me Director and
Chief Chemist.
Personnel of Department
With the growth of the college
it has been necessary to increase
the teaching staff until now it numbers eight, of whom four are occupied with instruction in general
chemistryThe personnel is now
as follows:
R. N. Brackett, Director and Professor of Chemistry
J. H. Mitchell, Prof, of Analytical Chemistry (Research Chemist,
Head Chemistry Division, Experiment Station)
W. L. Lippincott, Prof, of Chemistry

Dr. F. H. Pollard, Prof, of General
Chemistry
(Head
General
Chemistry Division of teaching)
Dr. H. L. Hunter, Assistant Prof,
of General Chemistry
Frederick zur Burg, Instructor in
General Chemistry
Andrew Murphy, Instructor in
General Chemistry
Dr. Peter Carodemos, Associate
Professor of Chemistry (Sophomore
Agricultural Qualitative and. Quantitative; and Senior Dairy Chemistry).
Chemistry for Agricultural Students
Beginning with a course in agriculture and chemistry in 1893 for
all agricultural students, the following courses have been offered:chemistry and metallurgy 1903 to
19 09; chemistry and geology 1909
to 19ill; chemical engineering 1917
to 1923. A course in chemistry was
introduced in 1911, and was revised in 1923 and rendered more
flexible by allowing^elections in the
second semester of the junior year.
Agricultural students may elect
chemistry as major in the junior
year, and the graduates in this
course have been among our best
chemistry students.
The1 number of students how being taught in the Chemistry Department, session 1932-1933, is 476,
of which 374 are given instruction
in general chemistry. In the chemistry course there are 2 8 freshmen,
13 sophomores, 21 juniors, and 7
seniors. In addition, there are 13
junior and 6 seniors majorign in
chemislry. There are also 19 tex-

tile chemistry students.
Graduates Make Good
The graduates in our chemistry
course and those majoring in chemistry in the agricultural course have
made splendid records and have
always been i n demand. They have
been in demand. They have been
employed as teachers in schools and
colleges, as analytical chemists in
commercial, industrial, experiment
station and inspection laboratories,
and in the laboratories of the United States Department of Agriculture and the United States Bureau
of Standards, and some are operating their own laboratories. We have
"urnished men for the Chemistry
Department of the Medical College
of South Carolina continuously for
many years.
A dozen or more who started out
in chemistry have become prominent as physicians and. several in
law.
Among the former are Dr.
L. K. Boggs, Medical Missionary
to Korea, and Dr. J. M. Lemmon,
of Jefferson Medical College, Philadelphia, Pa.
Among the latter
is W. H. Maynard (1908), Assistant to the Prosecuting Attorney,
Baltimore, M'd.
Analytical Division
The work of the Fertilizer Inspection Analysis and Miscellaneous Analytical Division consists of analyses of commercial and home mixed
fertilizers, and analyses of miscellaneous materials, such as waters, rocks, minerals, soils and like
natur^ly occurring materials.
The work of this division began

LOCAL ALUMNI CLUB
HOLDS SUPPER MEET
Meeting Held in Training
Room—Supper by
Har combe
A very enthusiastic meeting of
the Clemson Chapter was held in
the Banquet Room of the Mess
Hall on Monday night when Captan Harcombe served a supper The
following officers
were
elected:
L. R. Booker,
President;
Dave
Watson, Vice
President;
G. E.
Metz, Secretary
and
Treasurer.
Resolutions were adopted electing
Dr. R. N. Brackett, honorary member of the Chapter.
Other matters of interest to the College
were
discussed
and
the Club
agreed to furnish tennis balls for
the tennis team in their meets
with other colleges here this year.
The following visitors were present: J. C. Prldmore, New York;
W. E. Bowers, Atlanta;
Messrs.
Clarke, Griffin and Harrison of
Walhalla.
in JuTr 1391. with Col. M. B. Hardin, Chief Chemist, and F. S. Shiver
and C. W. Sims, Assistant Chemists.
The writer joined this force in
November 1891.
The Chemistry
Department was, therefore, the first
department )i operation at The
Clemson Agricultural College of
South Carolina. .

ometkiiitf to
somefatwr
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A friend of CHESTERFIELD writes us of
a salesman who had "something to say":
"I dropped into a little tobacco shop,
and when I asked for a pack of Chesterfields the man smiled and told me I
was the seventh customer without a
break to ask for Chesterfields. 'Smoker
after smoker,' he said, 'tells me that
Chesterfields click ... I sell five times
as many Chesterfields as I did a while
back.'"
Yes, there's something to say about Chesterfields and it takes just six words to say
it—"They're mild and yet they satisfy."

fM£STE
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© 1933, LIGGETT & MYERS TOBACCO Co.
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Alumni, Plan Now To Return To Clemson June 5!
Dr. Calhoun Traces Growth SENIOKS INVITE 0L0 Woodward Reviews Progress
Of Agricultural Department
College is Still Without Agricultural Building
400

IN

"AG"

SCHOOL

A number of interesting things
happened at Clemson during the
school year of 1904-1905. The first
class to hold scholarships entered
Clemson as Freshmen. The Agricultural Department moved into
its new building. And I came to
Clemson. There are only nine men
on the present faculty at Clemson
who were here when I arrived, and
it is very trite to say that since
19 04 I have seen many changes.
In 1905 the agricultural Seniov
Class numbered five.
In June of
this year sixty-five will graduate.
In 1905 our curriculum oonsisted
of a good stiff course in Science.
Then we had no subject matter
material to teach. Our Agricultural
knowledge was not organized. Today our problem is to get all the
necessary work into the curriculum
and to include as much fundamental science as is necessary for a
thorough understanding of agricultural work. In 1905 we had two
agricultural majors; today we have
eight. In 1905 we had 195 agricultural students, most of them
Freshmen,
seventeen
instructors
and experiment station workers in
agriculture. Today we have nearly
four hundred agricultural students
with fifty-three men engaged in the
various lines of agricultural endeavor— teaching, extension and research work.
In 1905 a boy was lucky if he got
home at Christmas. Today he feels
abused if he cannot go home at
least once a month. In 1905 the
(Continued on page five)

CLEMSON IS UNIQUE
AMONG INSTITUTIONS
Curriculum Differs from Other
Colleges in the State

One frequently hears the statement that Clemson is different. This
is true because Clemson is one of
the Land Grant or Agricultural and
Mechanical Colleges which have dignified agriculture and industry. As
a teaching institution the students
are directly under their instructors
from 25 to 40 hours per week, or
an average of about 27 hours. This
means that the student at Clemson
is in class as much as 50 per cent
more than may be necessary in a
diiierent type of institution. Practically every student must have a
schedule made up of at least five
subjects. To teach a Clemson student there must be barns, herds,
fields, orchards, laboratories, a textile plant, engineering shops and
various other kinds of equipment in
addition to the usual class rooms.
It takes more than just a teacher
in a class room to train students in
an institution like Clemson.
Clemson is more than a place
where students attend classes every
day. It is in reality, a public service corporation belonging to the
people of the State of South Carolina, because its efforts have been
directed not only to the students on
the campus but to the people in
South Carolina who make its existence possible. Many an individual has been benefitted by Clemson
and never knew the source from
which the information or help
came. Through the industrial teacher training Clemson has made a
further contribution in reaching
thousands of boys and older people
in the school communities.
Clemson is the youngest of the
colleges for men in the State, and
since its establishment 40 years
Excellent Equipment Availaago, the number of students has
ble in All Departments
grown from 400 to around 1200.
No better proof of the popularity
BY S. B. EARLE
and the worth or Clemson in the
Director Engineering Department
training of the youth of South CarDue to the rapid advance in all
olina is needed than this remarkengineering and architecture it has able growth in the student body.
been necessary to change the stress
formerly 'put on certain parts of our
subject matter and devote more Roads Materials, including sand,
time to other phases, in some cases rock, cement, bituminous materials,,
even changing the curricula.
We etc. Actual samples are made and
have adhered however, to our gen- some research work done with a
eral plan of mastering well all those view of improvement in our roads.
principles on which engineering is
Quarters for architecture are lobased.
We offer only courses in cated on the third floor in space
Civil Engineering, Mechanical Engi- specially designed for it.
All of
neering, Electrical Engineering and the equipment was burned in the
A; .'hitecture, though a few elec- old building but the present equiptive Era allowed, making it possible ment is better. We now have the
for the student to select additional nucleus of an excellent library,
work along the line in which he is though many books are yet needed.
particularly interested.
Few schools have more ample equipSince the completion of our new ment or better working space. The
engineering building, many improve- course is well rounded so that in
ments have been made in all the the event he should for any reason
courses offered made possible by follow other life work, his training
the better equipment facilities for will be good for him any way.
carrying on the work.
Probably the most outstanding
In Mechanical Engineering more achievement in the last two years,
stress has been placed on the steam both in. Engineering and Architecturbine and. gas engine, including ture, has been the Engineeringthe Diesel engine, cold storage Architecture Day held in 193 2 and
equipment and heating and venti- again in 1933, which proved a suclating.
One elective is offered cess in every way. The laboratories
in Aerodynamics.
shops and drawing rooms were open
In Civil Engineering, a number for inspection and special exhibits
of changes have been made.
An gotten up by students in so atexcellent laboratory has been in- tractive a way that they were enstalled lor the testing of road joyed by thousands of people who
materials. Laboratory courses are visited the department, including
given to all the Civil students cov- many peopla from all over the state
ering the standard tests of all the and student* from a number of
materials commonly »sed in the
(Continued on page eight)

MEN TO eRAOUATION

me benior class of Ciemson College wisues to extend its oest wianes lo every alumnus of clus institution and a sincere invitation for
eac'ii or you to visit our Alma
Mater this Commencement, June 45-6.
For many years alumni 'activities
at Clemson were at a standstill.
Then, some time ago, things began
to take new life, and under the
capable leadership of Mt. Jake
Woodward chapters were installed
and reorganized ali over the South
and East.
You graduates of Clemson have
made the Alumni Association what
it is today and we are gi\teful to
you for your interest and cooperation. And it is only too true tha.
Clemson needs you more now than
ever before.
Appropriations nave continued to
dwindle and economy is the keynote of today. Naturally, our. athletic teams and other activities will
suffer accordingly.
As explained in greater detail
elsewher.e in this issue of the Tiger
a plan has been formulated by Mr.
W. E. Bowers of the Atlanta Alumni Association which will greatly
benefit the college. We hope that
each of you men will study this
plan carefully and cooperate with us
in putting it across. The number
of worthy boys which an endowment fund of this sort can put
through college will do much to-

Of The Alumni Association
Program for
A L U M XI
DA Y

Secretary of Alumni Discusses
Changes During Year
ALUMNI SHOW SPIRIT

Monday, June 5, 1933
Morning
Large number of old Clemson
men come back for the occasion.
10:00—Class Reunions
Dinner
1:15 P. M.—In Mess Hall
Afternoon
2:30—Annual Meeting Alumni
Association in Y. M. C. A.
4:00—Military
Exercises
on
Bowman Field.
5:30—Informal Reception for
Alumni, Faculty, Students,
and Guests.
0:00—Alumni Banquet in Mess
Hall.

wards helping Clemson keep her
already imminent place among similar institutions of the country.
On behalf of the Senior Class,
who will soon join your ranks, I
wish to again thank you for your
interest a'.d implore you to continue the good, work which has
been so well started.
Cordially,
Olen B. Garrison,
President, Senior Class.

Were Here Before College Opened

The College term of 1932-33 is
I almost at its close.
Since I as| sumed. the duties of Secretary at
our meeting here at the College
last June we have endeavored to
push Alumni matters as much as
possible. We have endeavored to
organize as many Alumni Chapters
as possible and at the same time
| have endeavored to complete our
list of Alumni over the country
I and up to this time we have gotten
the correct addresses of practically
3,000 Alumni, and it is my request
now if you know of any Alumni
in your community we shall appreciate it if you will write their
names and addresses on a card and
mail in to the Secretary at the
College. We have endeavored, from
time to time to keep in touch with
the Alumni, having sponsored one
or two Alumni issues of THE
TIGER and at different periods
having sent out letters to all Alumni whose address we have.
The interest of the Alumni a»
,i whole has been very encouraging
wherever we have been able to
make a contact, and the old loyalty
that has been characteristic of the
Tiger spirit is still alive. We feel
that the future has a great deal in
store for them as an organization.
We know that during these trying
times of financial depression, the
boys hardly have time to think of
anything other than making a living for themselves and family. But
with the beginning of the retHrn
(Continued on page six)

TEXTILE DEPARTMENT
KEEPS UPWjTH TIMES

ENGINEERING GEPT.
AMONG SOUTH'S BEST

Many Graduates Holding Responsible Positions in
Industry

Mr. J. E. Wannamaker, only surviving member of the original
Board of Trustees, and Dr. R. N. Brackett, only surviving member
of the original faculty of Clemson still connected with the College.
RESOLUTION adopted by the
Clems m College Chapter of tne
Clemson College Alumni Corporation
at a meeting held on April 17, 1933.
AVhereas: Dr. R. N. Brackett has
served Clemson since its beginning;
he having stood in front of the Main
Building to welcome the first student
to enter the institution; and
Whereas: During the forty years
that he has served Clemson, his
spirit, his sympathy, his kindly attitude toward the College, has encleared him to all who have matriculated at Clemson; and
[Whereas: In his official capacity
as He?d of the Chemistry Department he has not only been a teacher

but has contributed much time and
energy in adding to the chemical
knowledge of South Carolina; there,
by contributing to the wealth of tne
State; and
Whereas: His long and faithful
service is deserving of recognition by
Clemson men wherever they may
be; therefore
Be it Resolved: That the Clemson
College Chapter of the Alumni Corporation hereby elect him to honorary membership in this chapter and
petition the Board of Directors of
the Clemson Alumni Corporation to
award Dr. Brackett an honorary
membership in the Alumni Corporation as a mark of its esteem.

BY H. H. WILLIS
Director Textile Department
You may have read Will Rogers'
statement during the summer of
1931, the substance of which was
that a college diploma was a liability rather than an asset and that
the colleges were adding to the unemployed. Such has not been tht>
case with the Clemson Textile De>
partment. Practically 100 per cent,
of the last four classes of Clemson
textile graduates is in the textile
industry. We thought that business
conditions were poor in 1931. However, in June, 1931, the Clemson
Textile Department placed 31 of its
32 seniors in less than four weeks
after graduation and had some 40
additional calls during the folio-wing six months.
From the 1932
class Clemson Textle Department
placed 26 of its 2 8 graduates in
the textile industry. The department
already has on file several inquiries
for its graduates of June, 193 3.
During the past four or five years
the open-minded attitude of manufacturers toward textile graduates
anil their value has been gratifying.
The demand for m m trained in textiles has increased,—a most significant fact in view of the present
unemployment situation.
Approximately 7 5 per cent of all Clemson
textile graduates since 1902 is tn
the textile industry, many of them
holding important and responsible
positions.
The textile and a'/.ed
industries could well absorb twie«
(Continued on page five!
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LOYALTY—ALUMNUS

AND

PROFESSOR

By Dr. D. W. Daniel, Director General Science Dept.
The loyal alumnus never forgets his Alma Mater, nor does
the loyal teacher ever forget his students. He rejoices in their
successes and feels keenly any of their failures, hoping that
they may be only temporary and that they may serve as in'HE ROARS FOR CLEMSON"
centives to renewed endeavors.
Founded by the Class of 1907 and published weekly, during the
Through the courtesy of The Tiger the General Science Decollege session, by the Corps of Cadets of Clemson College.
partment gladly sends you this word of greeting and good
Entered as Second Class matter at the Post Office at Clemson Col- cheer and expresses the ardent hope that you may come to
lege, South Carolina.
commencement and renew and make stronger the ties of
Member South Carolina College Press Association.
friendship and associations. The chief reward of teachers is
Member Intercollegiate Press
the appreciation that their students show them; and, now that
the funds for the support of Clemson have been so drastically reduced, that appreciation will mean more than ever beEDITORIAL STAFF
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EDITORIAL
WHY BELONG TO THE ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
By L. R. Booker, President Clemson Chapter
No doubt Clemson men, as well as men of other colleges,
have asked themselves the question: Why should I be a member of my alumni organization? It is surprising to find a large
number of graduates, and non-graduates too, who believe that
an alumni organization is nothing more than a charitable institution. To many men it is nothing but an organized body
that exists for the sole purpose of extracting dues from unwilling persons. Of course, there are some persons who are
selfish at heart and make all kind of excuses for not belonging to the organized alumni. We can, however, be thankful
for those loyal men who have fostered the Alumni Association
through many lean years, and from year to year seek to revive interest in the organization.
The writer likes the spirit manifested by Professor • J. E.
(Little Joe) Hunter who twice has paid up a lifetime membership and is willing to do so a third time if it will help the
alumni in organizing itself into a strong efficient body. There
is. no earthly reason why Clemson should not have one of the
strongest .alumni groups in the entire country- The men who
have attended the College have come from the best families
in the state. While at Clemson they were all on common
grounds, all were equal, all had the same privileges, and all
were punished alike for their errors of commission and omis•
Why belong to an alumni organization? The question hardly nee^T answering. To any person who will take a few minutes to reason out the matter, it will soon become evident that
every man who ever attended Clemson should be a member
of the only organization that sponsors Clemson after their
school days a:; 9 over. We join churches because we believe
in the spiritual benefit that may be derived from the church.
The same may bo applied to an alumni organization. One
should be a member because there is some spiritual benefit to
be' derived from it. There is a certain spirituallity about being
of service to our fellow man and to our institution, and certainly that is a function of the Alumni Association. If for no
other reason, a man should be a member of the alumni body
simply because he attended Clemson. No other grounds are
needed.
Clemson men everywhere! Let us join the nearest Clemson
club. Let us put our shoulders to the wheel and work hard
for our Alma Mivter. It is a great institution now. We can
make it even greater if you are willing to join in and help
d» so.

COMMENT
ISY THOMAS

OB'SERVATION AND COMMENT—
The death knell having long since
sounded over the pyre of the "Taps
Ball", plans for the 1933 JunioiSenior are rapidly being executed.
The "Taps" was a great affair but,
from present indications it is going to be sadly overshadowed by
the brilliance of this next big social event at Clemson. The Field
House will be decorated in a manner that will far surpass any
attempts that have been made since
its erection. The effect is to be
that of a garden scene in the moon
light. Provisions will be made for
the entertainment of everyone in
attendance, especally the chaperones
those gracious ones who sit for
hours in uncomfortable chairs paying a minimum of attention to what
is going on around them. It will
be quite a dance, ladies and gentlemen, don't miss it!
We hereby submit our plan for
the relief of unemployment and the
strengthening of the U. S. Navy.
Take half the unemployed men and
women in the country and put them
to work building cruisers, destroyers, and submarines. Let the other
half busy themselves by putting up
a brick wall from San Fransisco to
New York. When, either group finishes let them swap places to deaden monotony. If they build enough
ships they can then start tearing
down the wall. If they finish that,
they might start building a dam
across the mouth of the Gulf of
'Mexico, or maybe fill up the Panama
Canal. Another possibility is that
of moving the Phillipine Islands into the Atlantic ocean. There are
any number of projects possible.
Hurrah for forestry camps!
Some time ago the Carolina
Gamecock made a rather underhanded chack about the unsportsmanlike attitude of the Clemson
cheering sections at a recent baseball game. What does a mob of
perverted politicians know about
sportsmanship?
It seems that it
is not possible to have an athletic
contest between these two institutions without the gentlemen of the
Carolina press finding something
unsavory with which to fill the
pages of their redolent publication.
Think back a year and call to mind
a certain boxing meet at Carolina.
Sportsmanship, huh!
Unblemished let me live, or die
unknown;
O grant an honest fame, or grant
me none.—Alexander Pope.
Bbylon in all its desolation is
a sight not so awful as that of the
human mind in ruins.—Scrope Davies.

SNOOPS
AND WHOOPS
By ALEX D1CKSON
We have all heard the one about
"Do right by our Little Nell" but
it's a new one now about the R. O.
T. C. Rumor has it that we have
received our last check from the
War Department and in all probability there will be no camp this
summer.
But remember, that is
just a rumor.
The authorities state that it is
all up to us. They say we are the
ones who shall profit or lose by the
results. We, according to them, are
the ones to get back of this thing
and fight. And that much is true,
very true.
It's simple—just write the folks
back home, tell 'em we are losing
the R. O. T. C. appropriation on
which we depend to such a great
extent, and the folks will do the
rest.
So large a number of the Corps
have checks down at Hoke's that
he is encouraging an armed trip
to the Capital en masse—something
on the order of the Bonus March,
but on a larger scale and with twice
the determination. We would suggest that Hoke appoint "Forty Per
Cent" Wyatt as his commander-inchief. He could never find another
with as much at stake as little
Cnarxes.
And in case the fertilizer tax
doesn't net enough for the maintainence of the college as the Legislature has suggested, we could build
a Brewery and supply the State.
Perhaps in time we could establish
a monopoly and then prohibit its
being sold to any member of the
State Legislature.
Everybody present at the Guy
Lombardo Dance in GreenviUe last
week was especially impressed by
the Wofford boys who wore their
neat little military uniforms. -They
were not AVestern Union outfits
either.
What was it J. Craig said when
Tom "had beat him in the high
jump? It wasn't Lois Watson's fault
that J didn't win first place in this
event.
And one girl said that "Squash"
Heinemann had a beautiful voice
and now he always sings to her
when they dance together.
But
what would Frank say if he heard
any of that crooning?
Vic Fleming has announced that
he will have beer on sale at hia
cleaning establishment by the last
of this week. The slogan now will
be "Drink while you wait". . . and
you know how long you wait.
Footsie has decided to come back
and room with Sgt. Vick.
Slick Elliot says he never really
has a date up en the hill. He says
he just likes to go up and listen to
the "Phonograf". Slick's girl was
elected May Queen at Carolina this
year, and now he has the swell
head.
Speaking of power at Carolina,
Richard Smoak takes the prize. He
is and has been courting heavy at
the Alpha Delta Pi Sorority house,

The William and Mary Flat Hat
tells of a certain gravestone in a
Massachusetts marble orchard upon
which is inscribed the following
Puritanic epitaph:
"Here I am where all must be.
Prepare for death and follow me."
Underneath this quaint command
someone has written in crayon:
"To follow you I'll not consent,
Until I know which way you went."
—The Cadet
A college professor has said, that
courtship is only a matter of salesmanship. If this be true we certainly have an over-supply of "traveling men" in our midst.
Imagine the embarassment of the
conductor when a fair freshman coed of the University of Texas stopped a passing street car, placed one
foot on the lower step, tied her
shoe lace, thanked the conductor
and walked off. Whatta woman!!
To be college bred means a four
year loaf, requirng a great deal of
dough, as well as plenty of crust.
One the University houses at
Marquette has a skunk for a mascot, but he underwent a minor operation before he was initiated.
TWO EXTREMES AND A MEAN
Says Mclntyre: Professors are
hired bits of camouflage stuck here
and there to give an athletic club
the complexion of a college.
Says Brisbane: Fine highways are
admirable and great buildings. But
nothing is important when compared to the universities, their
FACULTIES and TEACHERS.
Says we: Some are and some are
not.—The Gamecock.
Boredom is the result of a clot
on the imagination.—Garard Forrest.
We do not as yet know whether
civilization has not been entirely
destroyed by that war, but it does
not matter, because one of the
things that the war proved was that
there was very little civilization at
all.—George Bernard Shaw.
out whether ox not he is doing any
good is not known.
A .bouquet and all that stuff to
Gordon Lynn. He did even better
than all the newspapers said, and
he brought some much needed x>ublicity to dear ole Clemson. He and
Coach Howard had some time on
the trip but they had to have a
special detail of police to keep the
women away.
And when Elizabeth Bradley heard
that Lynn was "in the Finals" she
wanted to know who gave him a
bid.
Oh, we are proud of our
Campus goils.
Ties, Ties, Ties, and more Ties!
Good ole Neck Ties!
Absolutely
the best neck ties that have ever
been on sale in these here parts.
That's what Lyles McKain and Jack
Lawrence say.
These two go-getters cornered the tie market last
fr" -nd found themselves with a
slignt oversuppiy when they took
inventory. Consequently they were
left holding the ties. (Blest be the
tie that binds!)
If you want 35
cents worth of Clemson's best neck
ties, go by room 163 or 369, right
away and avoid that rush, (Mail
orders promptly filled).
And Ben Green has love in his
heart for little Bonham.
What happened to Steele Patterson over in Basley this week-end?
He had to make a hurried trip back
to school and now he wants to go
back.
The boys all call him
'' Straight-exhaust''.
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AGRICULTURAL, DEPART.ULNX
(Continued from page three)
boys walked "extras" on Saturday
afternoons.
Now they hold tea
dances. Then +hey held social seances frequently witn the Discipline
Committee; today the Discipline
no longer functions. The building
of adequate new dairy barns makes
it
unnecessary for kind-hearted
boys on the coldest night of the
year, April 1, to drive the cattle
into the basement of what was
formerly Agricultural Hall. These
are some of the changes that would
be most evident to a man who
graduated twenty years ago.
In some ways, though, Clemson
has not changed. Clemson's reputation for turnng out well trained
men in Agriculture is by no means
impaired after forty years of service. Clemson, also, has maintained
herself up in the rank of the Land
Grant Colleges in the number of
students who take agriculture. The
rank of the first fifteen Land. Grant
Institutions in the average number
of agricultural students for the last
five years is as follows: New York,
Texas, Iowa, Illinois, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Massachusetts, South Carolina, Michigan, Kansas, California,
Indiana, Wisconsin, Oregon, and
Oklahoma.
It can be seen from
this list that Clemson ranks eighth
in the number of students taking
agriculture among the first fifteen
of the fifty-two such institutions.
Among the Southern States Clemson stands second.
The order of
the Southern States in the number
of students taking agriculture is
as follows: Texas, South Carolina,
Tennessee, Louisiana, North Carolina, Georgia, Kentucy, Florida,
Virginia, Arkansas, and Alabama.
In 1929 there were more students
of- agriculture at Clemson than at
North' Carolina, Georgia and Florida combined. It is also interesting
to note that South Carolina has the
largest percentage of her student
body taking agriculture than in any
other Southern institution and also
has the largest percentage among
the fifteen leading agricultural colleges of the country.
It is generally believed that during the last few years very few

PICTURES FOR MAY WILLIAM H. PRESTON
VISITS^ GLEMSON

Without a doubt, the picture
show program for the coming
month is the finest ever presented
at Clemson. Getting off to a flying
start with "State Fair", it follows
with "Sign of the Cross". This is
& typical DeMille spectacle and
while it falls short of the impressiveness of "Ben-Hur'' and the "Ten
Commandments" it is one of the
year's best pictures and is well
worth 25c. If you go expecting to
.see the best picture filmed, you will
be disappointed but if you want full
value for your money, you will be
"well satisfied.

The next sensation is "Calval
cade." This picture deals with the
history of England during the past
50 years. According to reports, it
is the greatest dramatic hit ever
conceived. The cast is entirely
British and includes Clive Brook
and Diana Wynyard. Diana Wynyard should be remembered for
her portrayal of the Grand Duchess
in Rasputin.
Next comes the picture we have
all been waiting for, "42nd Street".
Ruby Keeler takes the leading part
and is ably supported by Una
<Merkle and Ginger Rogers. That
this picture is an outstanding success is witnessed by the fact that
immediately after reviewing it, executives from other studios put
similar pictures on their production
lists and it looks as if we will get
several of these musical extravaganzas soon.
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modern traae marc. j-ionei is tue
t'oiceful executive benina tne growtn
and has as nis life ambition seeing
his cliilden take the work over in
his fashion.
However, Deiore cue
picture is over, his inesponsibit
cnildren succeed in running things
on the rocks aud land in the bread
line. George Ratoff put on one of
the best examples of real acting
ever shown. It is said that in tills
picture, lie is the only man ever
to share a scene with a Barrymore
and come off with an equal share
■of the honors.
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We all remember the fine performance of George Arliss in "The
Man Who Played God". Well, he
will be with us twice this month.
,5
First in the "Successful Calamity"
4
where he plays me part of a successful business man who pleads
% bankruptcy to see how his friends
will stick to him, and again in the
"King's Vacation" where he plays
the part of a monarch tired of
^ being the "head that wears the
crown".
"Gabriel over the White House"
will come very near captuiiug the
crown for the best picture of 1933.
The story is a little far fetched but
truiv represents what could, and is,
being done by the right man in
the White House.
This is the
second time Walter Huston has
played tne part of the President
of the United States. First as Abraham Lincoln, and now as "Judge
Hammond", a fictitious character.

Mr. William Hall Preston of
Nashville, Tenn., Baptist Student
Secretary of the entire South, visited the Clemson Campus this past
week.
The duration of his stay
was from Tuesday afternoon to
noon Thursday.
During his stay here, Mr. Preston
gave many lectures instructing the
officers of the Baptist Student
Union and B. Y. P. U. as to the
duties expected of each respective
officer. He also spoke to several
other gatherings on the campus.
in the mornings his time was utilized, in discussing problems with individual students.
He met "with
tne B. S. U. Wednesday afternoon
and night.
Preceeding the B. S.
U. meeting Wednesday night, he
spoke at a meeting of the B. Y. P.
U.
In these talks, he stressed the
importance of an officer of a religious organization knowing and performing the duties of his office
well. Also he accentuated the need
of organized leadership in religion.
To get this training in leadership,
Mr. Preston advised that no better
place can be found than Ridgecrest.
Ridgecrest is a retreat for Baptist
Students located about 18 miles
from Asheville. At this retreat, the
best in fellowship and training in
leadership is offered.
This year the retreat lasts from
June 15 to the 23.
Clemson's
B. Y. P. U. and B. S. U. anticipate
sending several men to this retreat
this year.
Mr. Preston is a speaker known
and loved over the entire South
for his work with students.
Mr.
Preston is recognized and respected
by all the people in the Southland
as a great religious leader. It is
with great pleasure that Clemson
anticipates hie future visits to the
campus.
P. C. PRESENTS PROGRAM
The Freshman Deputation Team
of P. C. presented the Vesper program at the Y Sunday evening. This
program was presented very attractively and consisted of discussions
of four of the major problems in
the world today.
The four problems discussed were.
"World Friendship", during which
racial and national conflicts were
discussed, "Social Conflicts", "What
Can Religion Do for Me", in which
discussion men who are content
within and men who only appeal
to be content without were contrasted; "What Shall I Do with
Religion", under which topic the
questions were asked, Who is to
decicb this question for us? and,
A v lien shall I decide this question?!
This program was conducted entirely differently from any previous
program presented here.
Mr. G. Arthur Black, a Clemson
alumnus now connected with the
Presbyterian College, concluded the
program with the benediction.
South Bend, Wash.— (IP)—When
the Nasen school bus stops each
morning before the Frank O. Pentilla home, out troop eleven Pentilla children, bound for work in
grades one, two, three, five, six,
and seven and all four high school
divisions.
There are fourteen children in
the family, enough to keep the
Nasen school supplied with Pentillas for several more years.
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agricultural graduates have been
dine to secure positions. This has
not been true at Clemson. in iyyi
;n four of our major lines of work
we placed 100 per cent of the boys,
and in tne other four majors, about
SO per cent. Even during our most
prosperous years we never placed
all of our men because even among
Clemson men there are a few so
worthless that they are not worthy
of being placed in a position oi
trust.
In 193 2 we placed 100 per cent
in one major and an average of
about 50 per cent in the othei
seven.
Clemson, however, still is famous
for being the one agricultural college in the United States without
an agricultural building.
Agricul
tural Hall was burned eight years
ago. It was rebuilt as a library and
the Agricultural Department still
is waiting for the new plant promised then.
The Agricultural Faculty deserves the greatest credit for the
loyalty with which the men have
worked under such handicaps. With
adequate facilities, such as are due
from a State so dependent upon
agriculture, Clemson should attain
her manifest destiny—the leading
technical school in the South.
TEXTILE DEPARTMENT
(Continued from page three)
as many properly trained textile
graduates as all of the leading textile schools are now turning out.
Need for New Courses in Textiles
Men at Clemson Textile School
may now choose among the following courses: General textile engineering, yarn manufacturing, weaving and designing, textile industrial
education and textile chemistry and
dyeing. Each of the above courses
requires four years for completion.
A few years ago, as the growing
importance of textile chemistry and
finishing in the South was observed,
Textile Chemistry and Dyeing was
expanded from a two year to a
f ur year course. Some 50 of Clemson's i!( textile students are now
specializing in that line. Increasing interest in scientific testing has

developed within the last few years,
in an effort toward niaKing its students "research minded" a course
in testing is Oiiered. Clemson's new
textile testing laboratory is second
to -none. ISiow, further develop
ments in the industry demand that
courses in economics, cost, management and human relations as applied to textiles be offered. None
of our textile schools is giving sufficient work along these line's.
Textile School of the Future
In relation to the needs of textile
schools, let us picture the textile
school of the future.
After reorganization of courses is effected,
modern textbooks are published,
courses in cost, management, economics, and human relations are
added and close cooperation between mills and textile schools
maintained, the scope of service
of the textile school will be expanded to include practical extension work in textiles and vocational
guidance for boys with textile background.
Such development would,
of course, require some financial
backing, but it would be worth far
more than its cost. In regard to
extension work in textiles: Extension service in agriculture is generally accepted as valuable. Why
should not the state textile school
maintain on a small scale extension
service for the mills? At various
times manufacturing plants need
help in their problems. The difficulty, however, is this.
The Department has no appropriation for
such work, and thus such service
must be donated by the teaching
staff.
Under those circumstances
it is necessarily limited.
Largest Textile Department
Clejpson Textile Department has
by far the largest textile enrollment in the South. At the present
time it has 177 men specializing
in textiles.
The Clemson Textile
Department has made much progress during the past four years.
Is such progress to be checked by
lack of funds?
If the Clemson
Textile Department is to continue
to serve the industry and to keep
abreast with the changing conditions and demands of the present
day, ample funds must be provided.
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ALOIXI ASSOCIATION
(Continued from page three)
of prosperity, we believe that they
.vill show a renewed interest in the
jld school and all will pull together
.or our Alma Mater.
ENROLLMENT GOOD
The enrollment of students for
this year has been practically up to
normal although it has been very
hard pulling on some of the cadets
from a financial standpoint.
The
scholastic records of students have
been good, and the attitude of the
faculty in the face of decrease of
income and drastic cuts in salaries
has been splendid. We believe that
although the income is hardly sufficient to keep the old school running that everyone connected will
continue to do as good, if not better work than in the past.
Athletics on Upward Trend
Athletics at Clemson College, we
believe, are now on a better footing than they have been in the

past,

and

from

this

date on

our

teams will show a marked improvement as our coaching start haa
about gotten foundations laid foi
a winning team in every department
of athletics. This year, for the first
time in tne history of tne college,
we have been able to enter an athlete in big company, in the person
of Gordon Lynn, wno has just returned from the Penn Relays iu
Philadelphia
where
he
made
a
splendid showing by placing third,
only a yard behind the winner in
the 10 0-yd. dash.
This is indeed
very gratifying, since the picked
runners of the entire country were
entered in this event.
The showing made by Lynn at Philadelphia
has given the College a great deal
of good publictiy, and our hat's off
to Gordon Lynn and his coach.
Our thanks, too, go out to the
Philadelphia Alumni who were so
nice to Coach Howard and Lynn
while they were in Philadelphia.
The spirit shown by these boys in
Philadelphia convinces us that, al-

though

they

may

be

a

long way

from home, they are still loyal to
all things pertaining to Clemson.
Commencement Begins June 4
Our commencement begins the
first Sunday in June and the big
Alumni Day will be Monday June
5th.
We request all old Clemson
men who can do so to be here foi
the occasion. We believe that this
Alumni meeting will mean more to
the future welfare of the Alumni
Association and the good of the college than any meeting that has
ever been held in the past. Several
classes are up for reunion thia
year.
Beginning with the Class of
'9 8, the Classes of every five year
interval are supopsed to have reunion.
The Class of '0 8 is nowvery active in working up enthusiFWTVI for their reunion and from the
looks of things, the way old Rube
Rike is acting they are going to
give the boys who come back in
June a mark to shoot at.
If you
are a member of anyone of the
Classes coming in the five year per-

iod beginning with '98, get in touch
With tne Aiumni Secretary at the
College and other members of clas-o
and see, if you can't have a reunion
that will give the '08 boys something to think about. The local Cluo
at the College is making elaborate preparations for entertaining
all of those who return and we
feel that everyone who comes wili
have the best time that he has
ever had at the College, so make
your plans now to come and bring
the wife and kiddies. All will be
taken care of, and Capt. Harcombe
will spare no means to feed you
in the true Harcombe style—and
tfat means the very best possible.
Doirr. forget the date—Monday
June 5. Start now and let the old
Tiger roar start reverberating over
the hills of Oconee and let's show
the class that is now graduating
what the Old Tiger Spirit is.
ALUMNI WELCOLME
Dr. Sikes our genial president,
will be glad to welcome all, and
Jim Lynah, the president of the

4, 1933

Association, will be on hand to help
spread joy.
Sam Sherard, the biggest 9 0-lb grad ever to leave Clemson, will make enough fuss to keep
all awake.
What say, boys, let's go!

NO TROUSERS FOR
U. OF ODAHO COEDS
Moscow, Id.— (IP)—If any co-ed
on the capmus of the University
of Idaho campus thinks she is a
Marline Dietrich and undertakes to
act the part, she will have to do it
out of the sight of Permeal J.
French, dean of women.
"Trousers on women," said Dean
Permeal, "are unasightly and unbecoming of the dignity of Idaho
co-eds.
Our women shall not wear them."
This is a day of dawning decencies. The change is beginning to
show in our personal conduct and
better manners. —Rev. Ralph W.
Sockman.

ILLUSION:
A "strong man" once gave public performances in
which he stopped a 9 lb. cannon ball shot frem a
fully charged cannon. The audience gasped when
the gun flashed and the human Gibraltar stepped
forward out of the smoke uninjured, with the 9 lb.
shot in his hands.

EXPLANATION;
*ne trick lay in the way an assistant prepared the
cannon for the performance. He used the regulation
amount of powder and wadding, but placed the
greater part of the charge of powder ahead of the
shot. The cannon ball was propelled only by the
small charge behind it which was just sufficient to
lob the 9 lb. ball over to the strong man.

Copyright, 1933, B. J. Bemolda Tobacco Company

It's fun to be fooled
...it's more fun to KNOW
A performance sometimes staged
in cigarette advertising is the illusion that cigarettes are made easy
on the throat by some special
process of manufacture.
EXPLANATION: All cigarettes are
made in almost exactly the same
way. Manufacturing methods are

standard and used by all. A cigarette is only as good as the tobaccos
it contains.
It is a fact, well known by
leaf tobacco experts, that
Camels are made from finer,
MORE EXPENSIVE tobaccos
than any other popular brand.

In costly tobaccos you will find
mildness, good taste, throat-ease.
Smoke Camels critically, and
give your taste a chance to appreciate the greater pleasure and satisfaction offered by the more expensive tobaccos. Other cigarettes,
we believe, will taste flat and insipid to you forever after.

JVO TRICKS
.. JUST COSTLIER
TOBACCOS •
IN A MATCHLESS
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H with JOE
Gordon Lynn showed the boys
up north that all of the speedsters
of the country are not located above
the Mason-LMxon line.. As W. W.
would say, a whole bunch of orchids
to the "Mountain Goat" for the exhibition he gave in the Penn Relays. Lynn is the second Clemson
athlete to get a chance in one of
the big meets, and he certainly did
himself and his school proud when
he finished third, one foot behind
the man who ran second and a
scant yard behind the winner. We
naturally wonder who would have
broken the tape had they run
meters up there instead of yards?
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SHERMAN __^_____—
may get their chance in the Piedmont loop before the end of the
week. What would the score of the
Furman meet have been last week
had Lynn been in Greenville?

BENGALS WIN CLOSE
MEET FROM CAROLINA

NEW STATE RECORDS
EXPECTED SATURDAY

Tigers Split Final Pair With Furman
BENGALS WIN FIRST
ANNUAL GATHERING OF STATE TRACKMEN
GAME - DROP FINAL
TO TAKE PLACE IN CLINTON SATURDAY
Records Will be in Danger
When State Aces
Clash

TIGERS WIN FINAL
MEET FROM FURMAN

Win Opener 15 to 11—Davis
Blanks P. C. 3 to 0
Jess Neely's Tiger diamond-men
closed their part in the Palmetto
league with a two-game series with
Furman's nine Monday and Tuesday
The first game of the series was annexed by the Bengals when they
defeated the Purple and. White by a
lone run, 9 to 8. The final game
was interrupted by rain in the eighth
inning, but the Hurricane had a decisive lead, the score being 4 to 1.
Monday, the Peril journeyed to
Greenville and met Dizzy McLeod's
protoges on their own territory.
Both teams started off with a bang
but the Creenvillians were ahead,
5 to 2, at the end of the fifth frame.
Each garnered another tally, and
then the Tigers took things into
their own hands. With a galaxy of
hits, Clemson took advantage of the
Hurricane's poor fielding and pushed six runs across the plate. The
local team got two in the seventh,
and the scoring was over for the
day.
On Riggs Feld, Tuesday, in the
final game of the season, Furman
gathered four scores to the Tiger
team's lone tally to easily take the
encounter which was interrupted by
Jupe Pluvius in the eighth frame.
The local infield was off form and
allowed the visitors to convert
rather weak hits into winning runs.
Four errors were made by the Ben1 als, all of which came at the wrong
time.
The lone Clemson score came in
•the fifth when Hood crossed the
home plate when Clark smacked out
his third consecutive hit of the day.
Hogg gave an excellent exhibition
on the mound for the Greenville
nine and held the home representatives to few hits. Burgess and
Clark pitched for the Tigers.

This coming Saturday will see
representatives from most of the Lipscomb and Craig Lead Tigers in Conquest of
colleges in the state gather at ClinT. Craig Has Edge on J. Craig ton to compete in the annual state
"Breeze"
track meet.
Ths year complete
in "Brother Act"
teams will be sent from P. C, CaroMinus the services of Mountain
lina, Furman, and Clemson. Other Goat Lynn the Tiger track team
With the Craig brothers staging
schools will have picked, men -there journeyed to Greenville and tamed
a family duel as the feature of the
to compete in their favorite events the Hurricane to a mere whisper.
Five weeks ag« today Clemson, occasion, Clemson won their hist and thus make the going harder for The final score of the meet was
the defending champions of the Pal- track meet of the season by defeat- the others.
84.5 to 41.5.
metto collegiate basebal lleague, ing the University of South CaroJudging from the records so far
Led by Captain J. Craig, who
took the field against the Carolina lina here Saturday, April 2 2 by a| this season, the meet will be very placed first in the shot and the
score
of
68.66
to
57.33.
Gamecocks in Columbia. Two days
close with the Blue Stockings slight- discus, tne 5eheais won first in
The affair was plenty close until
later the Tigers returned home, havly favored.
The strength of the every field event.
In the javelin
ing lost the first two games to the the Tigers placed tiiree men in the Blue Hose in the middle distances three Clemson men placed.
Lipcoming champions of the league. two-mile race and took 7 2-3 of the places them a bit aJbove the other scomb and McMahan tied for first
9
points
in
the
high
jump
to
gain
With the Furman games Monday
entries.
in the high jump while Parks tied
and Tuesday, the season came to a a wide margin that the Gamecocks
The entire field is crowded with for second in the same event to
close, and Clemson has slipped down could not overcome.
stars, and this year promisee to be
The Craig 'brothers began their exceedingly hard on records. P. C. take all but a half of a point.
two rungs to land in third place.
Parks, Curry, and Lipscomb had
The flag that waved over Tigertown duel with the shot put, and Tom has a great mile relay team; Os- a good day in the pole vault and
Jor a year, signifying the home of of Carolina nosed OHt Johnson of man, the "iron horse", for the half swept that event.
Lipscomb and
South Carolina's best college ball Clemson after they had staged a and quarter; Clark for the quarter; Hill cornered all but one point in
Their next struggle and Yearout in the sprints. Osman
team, has now been shipped to the oattle royal.
the broad jump.
capital city, where it flutters over was in the discus throw, and. Tom has foettered. the state record on the Summary:
again beat Johnson by a small mar- half in dual competition while
the Gamecocks' roost.
100-yd. dash: 1 Alley, Furman;
gin.
Clark has run just over the record Woodward and Stephens, Clemson.
Lynn again breasted the tape first for the quarter.
The emblem of victory has gone
Time 10.2.
to a good club. There is not a in the 100 and 220 yard dashes. He
Furman has Dan Wood who steps
Mile: 1 Hopkins, Furman; Fulcollege team, and precious few ran the 100 in 9.8 seconds, and the "highs" in good time.
mer and Watson, Clemson. Time
teams of any kind, in this state the 220 in the sub-record time of
Mountain Goat Lynn goes to the 4.59.
that can compare with Coach RiU 21.6 seconds.
state meet with the record of hav220-yd. dash: 1 Alley, Furman;
"Robbie" Robinson gave the spec- ing broken the state record on the
Laval's Birds. There is little doubt
Robinson, Clemson; Sacco, Furman.
_i<iat the Columbia boys have the tators one of the biggest thrills of 100 in every dual meet this season.
120-yd high hurdles: 1 Rawls,
best team, and there is not the the afternoon when he fairly leaped Three times this flyer has clipped Clemson; Fisher, Furman; Ackis
slightest need for Clemson to be the last few yards to nose out time from the record of the 220. Clemson. Time 16.8.
unusually downcast over the loss Wetmore of the Gamecocks in the Lynn bids fair to be the sole owner
440-yd. dash: 1 Robinson, Clemthat she has suffered at the hands 440 yard run. Both men exerted of these records after Saturday. son; Boney, Furman; Hankinson,
of the University team.. Beside the everything they had the whole dis- Blackwell heads the list of javelin Clemson. Time 53.8.
fact that the pennant has passed tance and it was only by sudden throwers who have been humiliating
Two mile: 1 Altman, Clemson;
from, one good team to another, it leaps near the finish line that en- the record so far this year. If he Warren, and DeVault, Furman.
has gone to a fine bunch of boys abled "Robbie" to win.
has a good day, that record will
880-yd. run: 1 Roberts, Clemson;
Watson gave the fans a surprise probably go up several feet.
For two years now the players of
J. Hankinson, Clemson; Owens, Furthese two teams have been the best by finishing second in the mile over Craig will be present to take anoth- man.
of friends, despite the bitter rivalry Latimer and Fulmer, both seasoned er crack at Brother Tom and, see
Shot put: Craig, Clemson, first;
runners.
He showed unusual grit if he can reverse Tom's recent wins.
that they show on the field.
We do not as yet know whether
Traynham, Furman; Dillard, Clemand courage by coming from behind Johnson has been breaking the recivilization has not been entirely
son. Distance 42 feet 4 inches.
Grayson Wolfe, probably the best just before the race ended to give cord on the shot consistently.
Pole vault: Parks, first, Curry destroyed by that war, but it does
Although they have not been and Lipscomb, Clemson. Distance 11 not matter, because one of the
college pitcher in the state, once the Carolina miler a hard battle.
Four state records were surpassed damaging the state records, the
told the writer that he had rather
things that the war proved was very
feet 6 inches.
the
Clemson-Carolina
meet. Bengals' twin grasshoppers, Lipsiace a nest of rattle snakes than in
Discus: Craig, Clemson, first; Pe- little civilization at all. ■—George
_pitch before the Clemson Cadet Lynn's time in the 100 yard dash comb and McMahan, have turned den, Anderson, Furman. Distance Bernard Shaw.
Corps when Clemson needed, a vic- was one tenth of a second faster back all state opponents. Altman 128 feet 3 inches.
I don't let anything bother me.
tory. And in the next breath he than the State record, and Black- also has a clean record on the two
Javelin: Blackwell, Clemson, 1st;
.said that "we get a bigger kick out well's heave of 177 feet and 11 in. mile within the state and has been Fulmer, Thode, Clemson. Distance I keep cheerful.—John D. Rockefeller.
of playing at Clemson than we do in the javelin throw was also bet- improving with every meet. Curry 170 feet.
Tom has shown the way in the pole
in Columbia."
(Fred Hambright ter than the state record.
High jump: Lipscomb and Mcsays: "Yeah, Captain Harcombe can Craig of Carolina improved on the vault and should have most of his Mahan, Clemson, tied for first; Parks
Broad jump: Lipscomb, Clemson,
really throw a feed on you." Fred, state record of the shot put when trouble with his teammates.
of Clemson and Adair, Furman, tied first; Hill, Clemson; Robinson, Furby the way, did away with four he threw the ball 45 feet and 8 n.
for second. Height 5 feet, 8 inches. man. Distance 21 feet 2 inches.
veal cutlets, including everything Lynn's time for the 2 20 was also Hankinson, Clemson, third. Time,
2 minutes 6.5 seconds.
that goes with them, and three big .6 second below the state mark.
Summary
Pole vault: Curry, Clemson first;
bowis of strwberry shotcake.
No
100-yard dash: Lynn, Clemson, E. Craig, Carolina, Parks and Lipwonder he likes to come up here.)
Since the championship flag had to first; Mauney, Carolina, second; scomb, Clemson, tied for second.
Height, 11 feet, 3 inches.
change hands, it could not have Hutt, Carolina, third. Time 9.8.
High jump: McMahan, Clemson, 1st
Mile run: Martin, Carolina, first;
gone to a better outfit than the
Watson and Fulmer, Clemson, se- T. Craig, Carolina, second; J. Craig,
Gamecocks.
cond and third. Time 4 minutes, and Lipscomb, Clemson, tied for
third. Height, 5 feet, 10 inches.
52.3 seconds.
Javelin throw: Blackwell, Clem220-yard dash: Lynn, Clemson,
STRAY SHOTS: Clemson now
•either holds or is tied for seven first; Hutt and Mauney, Carolina, son, first; Taylor and T. Craig, Carolina, second and third. Distance
first places in South Carolina track second and third.
120-yard high hurdles: Smith, 177 feet, 11 inches.
records. The state meet next week
Shot put: T. Craig, Carolina, first;
Carolina,
first; Rawls, Clemson,
will not likely see any of those
Reasonably priced fine merchandise for Cadets who
records broken, while the Tigers second; Woodruff Carolina, third. J. Craig and Dillard, Clemson, secrespect their appearance
ond
and
third.
Distance,
45
feet,
have an outside cluuice of adding Time 16.6.
S
inches.
440-yard run: Robinson, Clemson,
another in the javelin throw. The
NEW LINE OF DANCE SASHES JUST ARRIVED
Discus throw: T. Craig, Carolina,
county track meet that was held flxst; Wetmore, Carolina, second;
at Clemson Saturday saw some fast Hankinson, Clemson, third. Time, first, J. Craig, Clemson, second;
Freeman, Carolina, third. Distance
stepping by the Kelly sisters of 52.8
Two-mile run: Fulmer, first; Alt- 131 feet, 4 inches.
Keowee. These two lassies returned
Broad jump: Hill, Clemson, first;
home with seven first place ribbons,! man, second; Suggs, third, all of
AN OLD CLEMSON MAN
Mauney,
Carolina, second; Lipscomb
the
trophy.
■
Clemson.
Time,
11
minutes,
29
and their team won
of
Clemson,
third.
Distance,
20
ft.
Footsie Davis has gone up for a, seconds.
tryout with Greensboro. He'll make:
220-yard low hurdles: Woodruff 8 inches.
See me for Graduation Presents. I have what you/
it, too, if he rears back and breezes and Smith, Carolina, first and secwant for boys and girls
I raise no more hell. I drink
'em in there with the speed of 0nd; Vance, Clemson, third.
which he is capable. We hear thatl
880-yard run: Sease, Carolina, no more champagne. Damita has
at least two more Clemson mSn first; Roberts, Clemson, second; grown up.—Lily Damita.
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TWO FIRES ON CAMPUS
Last Sunday morning about
4 o'clock North Clemson was
again the scene of a most tragic Are, the second in a period
of less than a year, when the
residence of Mr. Joseph Hewer
burned up completely..
The origin of the fire is not
known, since it was not discovered until the blazes were
well under way. The fire department went to the scene immediately, but the fire was already out of control and the
fire department was unable to
overcome it in any way.
The
losses are estimated at several
thousand dollars, as practically
nothing was saved from the
house.
Only through the fine
work of the bucket brigades of
the cadets present did the
neighboring houses escape the
blaze.
Monday afternoon about five
o'clock another fire broke out,
due to a lighted match carelessly thrown near the hose of
an oil tank at the Texaco Filling Station in front of Sloan's
Arcade. The fire spread over
the oily ground near the filling
station and burned a car standing nearby.
About fifty gallons of oil burned before the
blaze was quenched with chemicals.

L
MEMBERS OF A.I.E.E,
VISIT POWER PLANTS
The local 'branch of the American
Institute
of Electrical Engineers
sponsored an inspection trip to the
Parr Shoals and (Lake Murray Power developments and the electrical
substation and dispatching office in
Columbia, S. C, on Friday, April
2 8.
A group of about 2 0 of the
junior and senior electrical and mechanical engineering students made
the trip.
They were accompanied
by Professors S. B. Earle, 3. R.
Rhodes, F. T. Tingley, and C. M.
Asbill of the engineering faculty.
The party left Clemson about
7:30 Friday morning, and they arrived at the Parr Shoals Power
Plant at about 11:00 o'clock.
The
steam power plant was inspected
first.
The plant, which is of very
modern construction, consists of two
37,500 kva. turbo-generator units
and a similar 10,000 kva. unit. Pulverized coal is used, as fuel, steam
being delivered to the turbines at
300 pounds per square ineh.
The
electrical power is generated at
13,000 volts and transformed to
114,000 volts for transmission.
The party then inspected the Parr
Shoals hydroelectric plant,
This
plant is one of South Carolina's oldest electrical developments, having
been originally designed for forty
cycle operation and later converted
te the standard sixty cycle design.
The plant consists of six waterdriven turbo-generator units, which
operate at a 'head of 35 feet.
The group then visited the Lake
Murray power development on the
Saluda River.
This is one of the
most outstanding power . developments constructed in the South in
recent years. The dam is 208 feet
high and nearly a mile and a half
long.
The lake covers an area of
78 square miles, and it is 41 miles
long and 14 miles wide at the widest point. The power station, which
has a total capacity of 22 2,600
horsepower, comprises four 40,625
kva. turbine-driven generators, operating at 13,200 volts. Each generator is connected to a three phase
transformer, which steps the voltage up to 114,000 volts for transmission.
The substation of the
power plant is of very modern
design.
The line switching at the
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Reunion of Class of '08

4,

1933

ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT
(Continued from page three)

high schools.

A pageant was giver,

in 1932, the scenery for which consisted of eight canvases each 12 3
20 feet depicting various periods in
the history of architecture.
were painted

A few of the 53 grads who
During Commencement the class
of 1908 will celebrate the 25th anniversary of its graduation.
This
class holds the record for the largest gathering of old men, and they

by

the

These

Architectural

students and an excellent job was
done.
A number of honors have been
won in recent years by our graduates.
J. B. Werts, Architecture,
'24, won the Le Brun Traveling
scholarship, a National Competition;
L. M. Wolff, Architecture, '31, now
at the University of Pennsylvania,
won a prize and award in a recent
National Beaux Arts Competition.
The Norris medal was won by Dallas B. Sherman, Architecture, '29;
Sam. B. Earle, Architecture, '30
and J. A. Long, Architecture, '31,
and" by Pat Calhoun, Civil, '32.
The whole department has done
excellent work hut with no new
equipment for the last two or three
returned to Clemson for the 20th reunion of the Class of 1808.
years it will be necessary to make
some additions in the near future
are expecting every man to return Sam Sherard.
Every man who matriculated at and steps will have to be taken to
for the Silver Anniversary.
hold our faculty if we are to hold
This class is honored by having Clemson in September, 1904, is
our
place among other colleges.
two of its members on the Board of urged to return for this great gathTrustees, namely: George Speer and ering.

be said that this novel invention
However, there are many farmers
will probably increase the efficiensy
and agricultural workers who are
and
usefulness of agricultural tracinterested in this new development
Tuesday, May 2nd, a demonstraof the Goodyear Company.
It can tors.
tion was held at the college farm,
comparing the pulling power of a
regular Farmall
tractor
equipped
Prof. Glenn Makes Principal
with low pressure pneumatic tires
Address at Annual
and one with regular steel wheels
Gathering
and lug equipment.
In
addition,
other tractors with regular equipMembers of the Clemson College ment were demonstrated puiiing disc
The
student chapter of the American harrows,, plows, and planters.
demonstration
began
at
ten
in
the
Society of Civil Engineers held their
annual banquet in the banquet hall morning and lasted throughout the
day.
of the college last Thursday night.
Clemson is not promoting the sale
J. D. Scott, who was recently
of
the products of any company.
elected president of the society, act-,
ed as toastmaster.
Following a
CLEMSON GRADS—S1KES
lengthy course dinner,
toastmaster
(Continued from page one)
Scott entered into the entertainment
judged
by its contribution to the
program.
agricultural, industrial, and social
From this
A trio composed of E. G. Law- welfare of the State.
ton, C. L. Bannister, and J. D. same county 66 entered for textiles
Scott sang two original melodies and. 58 have remained in the state.
Former Federal Judge Edwin L.
which drew laughter from occupants Some of them in this county head
Garvin says: "A keen mind, sound
They
of the festive board. E. L. Morris large textile organizations.
judgment and unflagging industry
There
followed with a short speech of also render social service.
are required to digest the volumes
of laws and decisions facing the
welcome to members of the faculty is scarcely a church of any size in
practitioner today. The young lawwho were present.
The program this county which does not have a
yer can no longer practice by ear
In fact
was then turned over to the mem- Clemson man active In it.
and intuition. The science of the
bers of the faculty who gave a the declaration was made a few
law is exacting and difficult."
series of short talks.
Prof. H. E. days ago tnat there was hardly a
ISN'T it a fact that your colGlenn concluded the program with church of a hundred members in ONLY "a keen mind" can absorb
lege
friends who are happy
the
volumes
of
information
the principal address of the even- South Carolina but what a Clemand cheerful are those who
which
must
be
at
the
finger
tips
of
the
ing.
son man was at work in it.
enjoy good health?
Clemson College tries to adjust young lawyer today. Perhaps that's
'Members of the faculty who were itself to changing conditions. When why in this profession, as in our leadPoor health is mirrored in
present included S. B. Earle, head it was seen that scientific argicul- ing colleges* a pipe is the favorite
your manner to other people.
Too often, lack of personality
of the engineering department, and ture was the only salvation foi
smoke. You see, it helps a man concan be traced to common conH.. E. Glenn, J. A. Stevenson, D. D. farming, it was begun.
Wlhen the centrate . . . clears cobwebs from
stipation. It may sap your
Curtis, and C. P.. Philpot, professors President vl the United States de- his brain.
vitality
and enthusiasm.
of engineering. E. L. Clarke, head clared, that, "food would win the
Tty a pipeful of Edgeworth Smokof the civil engineering division war", it carried out his orders.
ing Tobacco—the favorite smoke
Just eat two tablespoonfuls
sent an apology for his unavoidable When it was seen that South Caro- among college men. *Notice how that
daily of Kellogg's ALL-BRAN.
This delicious cereal proabsence.
lina would become a textile state, it blend of fine old burleys really helps
motes regular elimination.
started the textile plant.
When you think out a difficult problem.
ALL-BRAN supplies "bulk,"
President Roosevelt proposed his
Edgeworth is distinctive . . . that's
vitamin B and iron. Ask that
farm relief bill, Secretary Wallace why you'll like it. You'll know —
it be served at your fraternity
substation is controlled by a sup- wired that he expected Clemson Col- after your first puff. Want to try it
house or campus restaurant.
ervisory system from the control lege, through the Extension Depart- before you buy? Just write to Larus
room of the power station.
ment, to carry out the program;
&S Bro. Co., 105 S. 22d St., RichAfter inspecting the Saluda deApproximately
13,000
students mond, Virginia.
The most popular ready-to-eat cereals served in the dining-rooms of
velopment, the party returned to have matriculated at Clemson Col- * A recent investigation showed Edgeworth the
American colleges, eating clubs and
Clemson.
The students were af- lege and approximately 3,500 have favorite smoke at 42 out of 54 leading colleges
fraternities are made by Kellogg
forded an excellent opportunity to been graduated since its doors were
in Battle Creek. They include
Kellogg's Corn Flakes, PEP Bran
see some of the most modern elec- opened 40 years ago.
These have
Flakes, Rice Krispies, Wheat Krumtrical equipment in operation and made their contribution to the welSMOKING TOBACCO
bles, and Kellogg's WHOLE WHEAT
also to study some of the early fare of South Carolina.
Biscuit. Also Kaffee Hag Coffee—
real coffee that lets you sleep.
advances in hydroelectric developIn the future the intensive devel- Buy Edgeworth r«"
ment.
opment of agriculture and. industry anywhere in two
will make still greater demands forms—Edgeworth
upon agricultural and mechanical Ready-Rubbed
and Edgeworth
NO TIGER LAST WEEK
colleges.
Clemson, unshackled by
Plug Slice. All
traditions, will again adjust itself sizes —151! pocket
THE TIGER wishes to into the needs of the age.
There
package to pound
form its subscribers that due to
humidor tin. Some
is more beyond. These institution's
lack of funds, there was no issizes in vacuum
may be hampered, hindered, and
sealed tins.
sue last week.
obstructed for awhile, but time will—The Editors.
reveal their need and will deirnand
their service.

MEMBERS OF A.S.G.E,
ENJOY JHSi BANQUET

GOODYEAR CO. PUTS
ON DEMONSTRATION

After College
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LAW?

How to have a
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personality
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